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Housekeeping
• Please remember to mute your phone lines during 

the presentation.

• If you would like to ask a question, either use the 
chat box feature or  “raise your hand” using the
Adobe  Connect function.

• Time for Q&A will be held at the end of the 
webinar

• Webinar will be recorded – recording and 
materials will be posted to www.ruralhealthlink.org

http://www.ruralhealthlink.org/


Session Objectives

1. Revisit and understand key aspects of sustainability
2. Define formative assessment concepts and introduce a 

Sustainability Formative Assessment tool 
3. Learn a step-by-step process for conducting a Sustainability 

Formative Assessment with staff & partners
4. Understand and outline next steps for doing your own 

assessment



Assessing Your Sustainability Potential:
Why now?

SUSTAINABILITY of 
programs, 

services, and 
collaboratives



“Begin with the end in mind”



Let’s hear from you!

At this point in your QI initiative, how are you feeling 
about prospects for sustainability post-funding?
a. Certain: We already have it locked up and are on cruise 

control!
b. Positive: We have a solid approach and are working hard 

toward it.
c. Cautiously optimistic: Exploring various avenues, but still 

have a lot of work to do to figure it out.
d. A bit anxious: Sustainability keeps me up at night



REVISITING SUSTAINABILITY: 
KEY DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS



Sustainability

Programs or services continue 
because they are valued and draw 

support and resources.



…but there is more!

Sustained Impacts:
Long-term effects that 

may or may not be dependent on the 
continuation of a program.



What we heard from you…

• Adoption of new culture of QI
• Embedding QI processes into 

work
• Infrastructure – data collection
• Enhanced staff capacity

– QI methodologies
– EMR optimization

• Integration of best practice 
models

• Policy – alignment with 
state/federal initiatives



What we’ve learned…

• From our experience over the last two decades in 
communities, sustainability…
– Is more finding than the next source of funding
– Is neither accidental or last minute
– Requires thoughtful, purposeful, and timely planning
– Should be considered from the very beginning 
– Needs engaged partners at the table



PLANNING VS. POSITIONING



Planning
Sustainability Plan Components
I. Assess and define what will 

sustain
II. Identify staffing, management, 

and partners for continuation
III. Define cost
IV. Identify funding strategies



Positioning

• Understand why 
organizations sustain 
(or not)

• Dynamics that 
influence 
sustainability

• Attention and action 
in these areas  key 
to sustainability



GHPC Sustainability Framework©

• A framework for:
– Positioning

organizations and 
programs for 
sustainability

– Identifying 
resources for 
sustainability



GHPC Sustainability Framework©

Strategic Vision

Collaboration

Leadership

Relevance & Practicality

Evaluation & ROI

Communication

Efficiency & Effectiveness

Capacity

Positioning for

Sustainability



Methods 
of 

Sustaining
Combination 
of Methods

Absorbed by 
partners

In-kind/
volunteerism

Other grants

Third party 
reimburse-

ment
Client fees

Government/
public subsidy

Earned 
income



Applying the Framework to 
your QI Initiative

Culture & Organizational 
Transformation

(Strategic vision, Collaboration, 
Leadership)

Staffing and 
Services/Practices

(Capacity)

Aligning to policy and 
payment

(Funding diversification)

Data collection & utilization
(Evaluation, Communication)

Sustainability of QI



SUSTAINABILITY FORMATIVE 
ASSESSMENT TOOL



What exactly is a formative assessment?

• Scoring tool for subjective 
assessments

• Specific criteria and standards to 
assess performance

• Measure knowledge, skills, 
performance, and actions

• Measurement of progress over time
• Path toward greater achievement



Why conduct a 
Sustainability 
Self-Assessment?

21

1. Gain a “big picture” of 
strengths and needs 

2. Build understanding of 
strategy, capacity, and 
action 

3. Develop a plan for action
4. Continuously monitor 

progress toward 
sustainability



Application of the Formative Assessment

Assess 
sustainability 

potential

Identify
areas of 

strengths and 
weaknesses

Capacity 
building

Sustainability 
planning

(Formative 
assessment)



Levels of Performance

Level Description
Pre-Awareness

(1)
Unaware of the knowledge and skills needed to 
be successful

Awareness
(2)

Aware of knowledge and skills needed, but can 
only apply them under direct instruction

Interaction
(3)

Can use knowledge and skills independently, 
but only in predictable situations

Mastery
(4)

Can use knowledge and skills in many 
unpredictable, related situations



Formative Assessment Tool



Formative Assessment Process

Step 4:
Develop a 

plan 

Step 3:
Make sense 

of results

Step 2: 
Assess 

individually

Step 1:
Organize



Step 1: Organize

• Identify partners or staff to 
participate
– Role?
– Perspectives?
– Value of engaging?

• Review materials
– Online Intro Course
– Sustainability Framework
– Sustainability Formative 

Assessment tool



Step 2: Assess Individually

• Each individual 
complete tool

– “What’s our current 
state?”

• Record responses



Step 3: Make sense of the results

• Reconvene group to share 
results
– Consider facilitation support

• Review data from 
Sustainability Formative 
Assessment
– Table
– Charts



Formative Assessment Spreadsheet



Chart of Results

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0
 Strategic Vision

 Collaboration

 Leadership

 Communication

 Evaluation and ROI Capacity

 Efficiency & Effectiveness

 Relevance & Practicality

 Resource Diversification

Sustainability Assessment Report



Discuss the 
following…

Consistency of 
responses

Performance across 
each of the 
components

Consensus around 
“true score”



Let’s Take a Look Under the Hood…



Step 4: Develop a plan

• Identify 2-4 priority 
components

• Develop an Action 
Plan 



Selecting Priority Areas

• Greatest importance to the group
• Scored in the early stages: pre-

awareness or awareness
• Small changes could create big 

changes 
• Highest scoring areas = leverage to 

advance other areas
• Represent "low hanging fruit" in 

near term
• Readiness of group for action



Make a Plan

Decide which actions to take



Let’s hear from you!
What 1-2 areas would you anticipate staff or partners might identify as 
greatest strengths?  
Strategic Vision
Collaboration
Leadership
Relevance & Practicality

• based on need and demand; tailored to context; approach aligned to address 
issue

Evaluation & Return on Investment
Communication 
Efficiency & Effectiveness

• Engage stakeholders; approach based on successes & challenges of others; draws 
from and contributes to community resources

Capacity
Resource Diversification



Let’s hear from you!
What 1-2 areas would you anticipate staff or partners might 
identify as greatest needs/gaps? 
Strategic Vision
Collaboration
Leadership
Relevance & Practicality

• based on need and demand; tailored to context; approach aligned to 
address issue

Evaluation & Return on Investment
Communication 
Efficiency & Effectiveness

• Engages stakeholders; approach based on successes & challenges of 
others; draws from and contributes to community resources

Capacity
Resource Diversification



Next Steps
• Online Quick Course – Overview of Sustainability 

Formative Assessment tool & process
• Use your Technical Assistance Provider to:

– Connect you with all tool materials
– Provide guidance on using the tool
– Interpret assessment results
– Identify priorities and next steps from assessment
– Plan and/or facilitate conversations with partners via virtual 

site visit

• Please contact your GHPC TA Provider for more 
information and support 

https://nam03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://chsdteam.talentlms.com/shared/start/key:LOEIDNHR&data=04|01|jbutts@gsu.edu|533d2a03970c428b3aa508d8a067ff82|515ad73d8d5e4169895c9789dc742a70|0|0|637435715810149320|Unknown|TWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D|1000&sdata=wnf3GXPiWTosji2U9rMsqm%2BlEWNlTTuKViYTx1lXy9g%3D&reserved=0


Questions or Comments?



Thank you!

John Butts
Technical Assistance Coordinator

FORHP Rural Quality Grant Program
Georgia Health Policy Center

jbutts@gsu.edu

mailto:jbutts@gsu.edu
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